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AS220 
February 7, 1998 
Peter: 
Just a quick note to further explain my reasoning for opening the bathroom 
wall spaces up for exhibition proposals which we briefly "discussed" yesterday. 
The demand for exhibition space at AS220 is quite large. Knowing that you 
have been using this particular space for nearly five years, I believe it would be 
appropriate to offer the space to other artists who would appreciate the opportunity 
you have enjoyed for so long. 
I realize I don't need your endorsement of this, nor am I asking for it. Out of 
common courtesy" and respect for your art and your unique involvement with 
AS220 I want to inform you of my plans for this space. As of February 8, 1998 I am 
formally opening up the space for proposals. 
If you wish to continue your work here at AS220 I would like to offer you 
the back wall of the stage to do that. Please think about it and get back to me. If I 
don't hear from you, in writing, within two weeks of the above date I will know you 
are not interested. Keep in mind also that there may not be a suitable proposal 
submitted for some time. 
Sincerely, 
• 
Richard Goulis 
Gallery Director 
115 Empire Street Providence, Rl 02903 
(401) 831·9327 FAX (401) 454-7445 E-MAIL as220@ids.net 
Worldwide Web: http://www.ids.net/-as220/home.html 
TRACY BROWN 
AS220 
EMPIRE STREET 
PROVIDENCE 
R.I. 
To whom it may concern. 
--------------------------------~~,--------~ 
Peter John Boyle has been exhibiting his work at AS220 since DAY ONE 1985 
and he has exhibited his works a dozen times since. We have discussed his 
serigraph project grant. He has expressed a desire that these works should 
be displayed individually in the order they are printed. We have also 
talked about using the serigraphs for gallery fundraising or for marketing 
and promotional purposes. 
Regardless of the direction taken with these prints 
we are sure that Peter John will make them visable at AS220 
in the fashion to which we have become accustomed. 
I hope you will look upon this very well deserved proposal with favor 
sincerely 
TRACY BROWN 
1/6/98 
Update to AS220 Gallery Policy: 
As of the above date, due to the overwhelming 
demand on exhibition space in the AS220 Gallery, artists 
who have previously shown here now must wait at least 
one year between shows in the Brick Wall and Open 
Window spaces and at least two years between shows in 
the Upstairs and Cafe' Galleries. 
Please direct inquiries to: 
AS220 Gallery Director 
115 Empire Street 
Providence RI 
02903 
401 831-9327 
AS220 
1/6/98 
Peter John Boyle 
Dear Peter: 
Please find enclosed an update to AS220 gallery policy. 
Sincerely, 
;0_/b_ __ / (_·. 
Richard Goulis 
AS220 gallery director 
115 Empire Street Providence, Rl 02903 
(401) 831-9327 FAX (401) 454-7445 E-MAIL as220@ids.net 
Worldwide Web: http://www.ids.net/-as220/home.html 
1/23/97 
Peter: 
I must be brief as I want to address your concerns promptly. 
What you perceived as "evasiveness" was most probably my lack of focus on 
what you were saying. I apologize for that. 
One of my goals as gallery director is to be as fair as possible to a large volume 
of artists who desire exhibition space. 
I assumed incorrectly your unique and long-term involvement with AS220 
included a familiarity with its policies. 
My office hours are Tuesday- Friday, 3:00-7:00 pm; Saturday 1-4 pm. I suggest 
we make an appointment to discuss your concerns outlined in your letter in a more 
thorough manner. 
Sincerely, 
